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Abstract

By focusing on a controversial figure in Northern Song China (960–1127), namely Xing Shu 邢恕, this
paper traces the historiographical construction of particular scholar-officials in Chinese historical
accounts. Xing Shu, one of the best students of the Daoxue 道學 master Cheng Yi 程頤 (1033–1107),
was depicted in most historical writings as a betrayer of his teacher and a political opportunist, includ-
ing in his biography in the official Song dynastic history. This article demonstrates how the testimonies
of Xing Shu’s contemporaries offered rich materials for the construction of his treacherous character in
later written records. Through a careful examination of these testimonies, the article reveals various
historiographical operations through which contemporary testimonies were modified and transformed
into seemingly reliable documents of historical figures and thus passed to later generations.
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As one of the most influential intellectual traditions in Chinese and even East Asian his-
tory, the early history of Daoxue 道學 (Learning of the Way) is a topic that has fascinated
historians in recent decades. Borrowing Peter Bol’s phrase, Daoxue served as a special
kind of Confucianism that “claims to be reclaiming what Confucius and Mencius really
meant and that often speaks through its interpretations of the ancient texts”.1 Daoxue
attracted the attention of many scholars because of the crucial role it played in shaping
the intellectual and state orthodoxy of late imperial China under the rubric of
“Neo-Confucianism”.2 Chan Wing-tsit utilized the rubric to explore the orthodox
“Neo-Confucian” philosophical tradition since the eleventh century. With a more inclu-
sive philosophical perspective, William Theodore de Bary used the rubric to highlight
the dominance of this orthodox philosophical and religious tradition over all
Confucians in late imperial China. Hoyt Tillman and Yu Yingshi’s studies inquired into
the formative stage of this rubric by calling for historical studies of the early evolution

†This article has been updated since original publication, please see the corrigendum at the following DOI for
more information: https://doi.org/10.1017/S0041977X23000782.

1 Peter Bol, Neo-Confucianism in History (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 2008), 1.
2 For a thorough review of the nominal and conceptual differences between Daoxue and Neo-Confucianism,

see Hoyt Tillman, “A new direction in Confucian scholarship: approaches to examining the difference between
Neo-Confucianism and Tao-hsueh”, Philosophy East and West 42/3, 1992, 455–74. I adopt the word “Daoxue” in
this article because of Tillman’s persuasive analysis of the word as the most appropriate term for the specific
intellectual tradition established by Song thinkers.
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of Daoxue. In his recent work, The Making of Song Dynasty History, Charles Hartman sum-
marizes his studies on Song Daoxue historiography and demonstrates how historiography
contributed to prevalent understandings of Song Confucianism for their contemporaries
and for later generations.3 It seems that recent studies have shifted to the historical and his-
toriographical construction of early Daoxue history. This article provides a persuasive case
study of the making of the evil image of an early Daoxue follower, Xing Shu 邢恕, who
became a villain and, in later narratives, was excised from the early Daoxue community.

The conventional narrative of early Daoxue history attributes its origin to the thought
of several celebrated scholars in the late eleventh century. These scholars include Zhou
Dunyi 周敦頤 (1017–73), Shao Yong 邵雍 (1011–77), Zhang Zai 張載 (1020–77) and,
most importantly, the Cheng brothers: Cheng Hao 程顥 (1032–85) and Cheng Yi 程頤
(1033–1107). Among various traditional narratives of Chinese intellectual history, the
“Song Yuan ruxue’an xulu” 宋元儒學案序錄, written by the Qing historian Quan
Zuwang 全祖望 (1705–55), provides a comprehensive summary of early Daoxue scholars
and their positions on the general landscape of Song and Yuan intelligentsia.4 Following
the Daoxue 道學 genealogy set by previous scholars, Quan Zuwang highlighted the intel-
lectual lineage from Cheng Yi to Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130–1200), the greatest synthesizer of
Daoxue scholarship.

However, what distinguishes Quan’s Daoxue narrative is that it supplemented the
Cheng-Zhu lineage with extra textual materials about the scholars in between the
Cheng brothers and Zhu Xi, most of whom were Cheng Yi’s students.5 In the “Song
Yuan ruxue’an xulu”, Quan arranged these students in an order of significance, depending
on their fidelity to the teachings of the Cheng brothers and their personal reputations.
The first is Xie Liangzuo 謝良佐 (d. 1121), then comes Yang Shi 楊時 (1053–1135), fol-
lowed by You Zuo 游酢 (1053–1123), Yin Tun 尹焞 (1071–1142), Guo Zhongxiao 郭忠孝,
and Wang Pin 王蘋 (1082–1153).6 In the closing, Quan introduced the Cheng brothers’
early students, including some with disappointing reputations.7 Among these students, Quan
considered Xing Shu as the most notorious, comparable to Gongbo Liao公伯繚, a disloyal dis-
ciple of Confucius.8 Like Quan, many traditional and even modern historians have considered

3 Charles Hartman, The Making of Song Dynasty History: Sources and Narratives, 960–1279 CE (Cambridge and
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2021).

4 The extant version of the “Song Yuan ruxue’an xulu” was edited by two other Qing scholars – Wang Zicai
王梓材 (1792–1851) and Feng Yunhao 馮雲濠 (1807–1855). Wang and Feng collated the “Song Yuan ruxue’an
xulu” based on two earlier editions of Quan Zuwang’s Song Yuan xue’an, respectively a printed edition of the pri-
vate library of Cheng Xing 鄭性 and a manuscript of the private library of Lu Gao盧鎬 (1723–85). For the textual
history of the Song Yuan xue’an, see Wang and Feng, “Song Yuan xue’an kaolue” 宋元學案考略, in Huang Zongxi
黃宗羲 (1610–95) and Quan Zuwang, Song Yuan xue’an 宋元學案 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1986), 15–20. Zhang
Yixi 張藝曦 introduced a new edition of the Song Yuan xue’an in the library of Academia Sinica, which largely
revised the textual history coined by Wang and Feng. See Zhang Yixi, “Shiyusuo cang Songru xue’an zai Qing
zhongye de bianzuan yu shoucang” 史語所藏宋儒學案在清中葉的編纂與收藏, Bulletin of Institute of History
and Philology 中央研究院歷史語言研究所集刊 80, 2009, 451–506.

5 Thomas Wilson charts how Huang Zhongxi’s genealogical framework of Song Confucianism in the prelimin-
ary Song Yuan xue’an returns to a more historiographic and hence more inclusive understanding of Song
Confucians than those employed by Song Daoxue scholars, especially Zhu Xi. Wilson, Genealogy of the Way: The
Construction and Uses of the Confucian Tradition in Late Imperial China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1995),
227. After a careful reading of Quan Zuwang’s “Song Yuan ruxue’an xulu”, we can conclude that Quan contributed
more than Huang to the historiographic approach in the circulating edition of the Song Yuan xue’an.

6 Huang and Quan, Song Yuan xue’an, juanshou 卷首, 5–6. For the date of Xie Liangzuo’s death, see Li Yumin 李

裕民, Songren shengzu xingnian kao 宋人生卒行年考 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2010), 130.
7 Huang and Quan, Song Yuan xue’an, juanshou, 6.
8 Huang and Quan, Song Yuan xue’an, juanshou, 6. The Historical Record 史記 categorizes Gongbo Liao with the

community of Confucius’ students. Tang commentators on the Historical Record, especially Sima Zhen 司馬貞

(679–732) and Zhang Shoujie張守節, started to question Gongbo Liao’s identity as Confucius’ student. In the mid-
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Xing Shu as the black sheep among Cheng Yi’s students. Why would historians consider Xing
Shu as a disloyal disciple of the Cheng brothers and how was his historical image as the black
sheep constructed? The answers to these questions constitute the focus of this article.

In particular, an investigation of the construction of Xing Shu’s historical image echoes
recent studies on the narratives, themes, and structure of Song historical writings.
Hartman persuasively argues that the received version of Song history emerges from
numerous Song historiographical interventions that serve political and ideological pur-
poses.9 At the heart of these historiographical interventions were Daoxue and
Daoxue-influenced scholars, who developed a specific historiography that left clear
imprints in the products of what Hartman has called the “grand allegory” of Song history
– the final product was the Yuan-compiled official dynastic history of Song (Songshi 宋史).
Regarding Song history as a “grand allegory”, Hartman’s work has decoded this very alle-
gory into three thematic clusters, respectively “The Empire of Benevolence”, “The
Deification of Taizu”, and “The Lineage of Evil”.10 The first and third clusters show a
clear propensity for Daoxue moral values. Concerning the third cluster, Hartman’s textual
analysis of several Songshi biographies in the chapter of “nefarious officials” ( jianchen
zhuan 奸臣傳) thoroughly reveals the influence of Daoxue historiography.11 Most of
these “nefarious officials”, such as Cai Jing 蔡京 (1047–1126) and Qin Gui 秦檜 (1091–1155),
were powerful ministers and officials who demonstrated clear hostility towards Daoxue and
Daoxue scholars. Despite Xing Shu’s Daoxue identity, he was also one of the “nefarious offi-
cials” in the Songshi. In this light, the decoding of Xing’s constructed historical image reveals
how the same historiographical interventions in “the making of Song history” could also
effectively operate in the case of a Daoxue scholar.

Following Hartman’s endeavour in decoding the Song “grand allegory”, this article
traces the construction of Xing Shu’s historical image to a series of Song historiographical
interventions, especially three first-hand testimonies concerning Xing’s betrayal of his
teacher Cheng Yi in an incident in 1097. In addition to Hartman’s approach, I also borrow
the French philosopher Paul Ricoeur’s conceptual framework of “historiographical opera-
tions” to explicate Xing Shu’s case. Building upon the conventional understanding of “his-
toriographical operations” in the compilation of historical writings,12 Ricoeur classified
the internal mechanism of these operations into three phases: (i) the documentary
phase; (ii) the explanation/understanding phase; and (iii) the representative phase.13

Ricoeur defined the documentary phase as “the one that runs from the declaration of eye-
witnesses to the constituting of archives”.14 According to him, the documentary phase

sixteenth century, the Ming court decided to exclude Gongbo Liao from the Confucius Temple, signalling the
official denial of Gongbo Liao as a student of Confucius. Takigawa, Kametarō 瀧川資言, Shiji huizhu kaozheng
史記會注考證 (Taibei: Hongye shuju, 1990), 67/41–2. I present the references of ancient Chinese texts in the
notes in the form of source, x:y/z. “x” refers to the source’s volume in its modern collections; “y” refers to the
juan 卷 of the source in its traditional editions; and “z” refers to the page number of the source in its traditional
edition. If there is no page number in the source’s traditional edition, then I use the number in its modern edition.

9 For a summary by Charles Hartman himself, see “Song history narratives as grand allegory”, Journal of
Chinese History 3, 2019, 35–57; and also Hartman, The Making of Song Dynasty History, 242–328.

10 Hartman, The Making of Song Dynasty History, 248–328.
11 See Charles Hartman’s summary of the historiographical characteristics of these biographies of “nefarious

officials” in The Making of Song Dynasty History, 312–28. Also see Ari Levine’s textual analysis of Cai Que, Zhang
Dun, and other “nefarious ministers” in “A house in darkness: the politics of history and the language of politics
in the Late Northern Song, 1068–1104” (PhD Dissertation, Columbia University, 2002), 204–305.

12 For historians’ usage of the term, also see Sung Chia-fu, “The official historiographical operation of the Song
Dynasty”, Journal of Song–Yuan Studies 45, 2015, 175–206.

13 Paul Ricoeur, translated by Kathleen Blamey and David Pellauer, Memory, History, Forgetting (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2004), 136–7.

14 Ricoeur, Memory, History, Forgetting, 136.
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manifests itself as a multilayered structure of inhabited space, historical time, testimonies,
archives, and documentary proof. The first two concepts of inhabited space and historical
time offering the transcendental infrastructure for the presence of historical events and
memories exceed the scope of this article.15 However, the last three concepts are useful to
our analysis of Xing Shu. Borrowing Ricoeur’s conceptualization of testimonies, documen-
tary proof, and archives, the following sections examine the Song historiographical opera-
tions of the three first-hand testimonies concerning Xing Shu’s relationship with Cheng
Yi, as well as different documentary proofs of Xing’s image as a nefarious official in a var-
iety of Southern Song records. Before probing into the testimonies and records, it might
be useful to introduce Xing Shu’s historical significance in relation to Daoxue and his his-
torical world.

Xing Shu’s political career and his relationship with Cheng Yi

The Songshi portrays Xing Shu as typical of the bureaucratic elite in the late Northern
Song, but his political career was a rollercoaster ride. Xing was born in Zhengzhou
(鄭州, modern Henan 河南), in proximity to the birthplace of the Cheng brothers,
Luoyang 洛陽. He first studied with Cheng Hao in the late 1060s and earned the jinshi
進士 degree in 1067, when the young emperor Shenzong 神宗 (r. 1067–85) ascended
the throne embracing a vision of great achievements that could only be realized with
the assistance of ministers and officials for profound bureaucratic, political, and social
reforms. In 1068/4,16 the future chief minister Wang Anshi 王安石 (1021–86) entered cen-
tral government and soon launched a series of reform campaigns in the name of New
Policies (xinfa 新法).17 The New Policies had immediately received criticism from some
leading scholar-officials, among them Sima Guang 司馬光 (1019–86), Lü Gongzhu 呂公
著 (1018–89), and Han Qi 韓琦 (1008–75).18 Revolving around Wang Anshi and his oppo-
nents, coalitions of reformists and anti-reformists formed and set the stage for the eleva-
tion of factional conflicts in the next several decades.

Not long after Xing Shu had begun his political career, he found himself in the vortex
of factional conflicts between the reformists and the anti-reformists. From the 1060s to
the 1080s, Xing had been associated with the circle of anti-reformists. He maintained
close relationships with Sima Guang and Lü Gongzhu, as well as with Sima Guang’s son,
Sima Kang 司馬康 (1050–90). Owing to Xing’s lifetime friendship with Sima Kang, some
Song literati thought that they were in the same examination cohort even though in
fact they were not.19 It was possible that Xing Shu became acquainted with Sima
Guang in the 1070s through his connection with Sima Kang. In 1069, Xing’s criticism of

15 Ricoeur established his conception of inhabited space and historical time upon a Kantian “space-time”
structure. Ricoeur, Memory, History, Forgetting, 147–61.

16 Dates are presented in the Chinese calendar years in the form of year/month/day. Thus, 1068/4 stands for
the fourth month of the first year of the Xining熙寧 era under Emperor Shenzong’s reign. For the general reign-
eras of Song emperors, I have converted them into Western (Gregorian) calendar years.

17 For an eminent summary of the New Policies, see Paul Smith, “Shen-tsung’s reign and the New Policies of
Wang An-shih, 1067–1085”, in Denis Twitchett and Paul Jakov Smith (eds), The Cambridge History of China, Vol. 5,
Part One: The Sung Dynasty and its Precursors, 907–1279 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 347–483,
esp. 383–478.

18 Gong Yanming龔延明 and Zu Hui祖慧, Songdai dengke zonglu宋代登科總錄 (Guiling: Guangxi shifan daxue
chubanshe, 2014), 5:987.

19 Shao Bowen 邵伯溫 (1057–1134) first mentioned the cohort relationship between Xing Shu and Sima Kang
in his private record of Zhezong’s succession crisis, quoted from Li Tao李燾 (1114–83), Xu zizhi tongjian changbian
續資治通鑑長編 (hereafter XCB; Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1986), 428/1043–44. Historians have proved that Xing
Shu was a graduate of the 1067 jinshi exam and Sima Kang was a graduate of the 1070 mingjin 明經 exam. Gong
Yanming and Zu Hui, Songdai dengke zonglu, 5:987 (Xing Shu), 5:1062 (Sima Kang).
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Wang Anshi’s New Policies and his ensuing dismissal from the central government to the
Prefecture Henan 河南府 also earned him a good reputation among anti-reformists, espe-
cially another political patron Lü Gongzhu.20

Along with his exclusion from the centre of power in the late 1060s, Xing Shu gradually
became one of the Cheng brothers’ principal disciples and played a central role in the
early Daoxue community. The most solid evidence for Xing Shu’s close affiliation with
the Cheng brothers is his laudatory tribute to Cheng Hao in 1085, when Cheng died imme-
diately after the enthronement of the new emperor Zhezong. According to Cheng Yi, he
selected Xing Shu’s “laudatory tribute” (xushu 敍述) from myriad relevant laudatory tri-
butes, to supplement his own biographical sketch (xingzhuang 行狀) of Cheng Hao.21 It is
noteworthy that Cheng Yi selected only four laudatory tributes from Cheng Hao’s disci-
ples and friends as an addendum to his biographical sketch.22 Clearly, Cheng Yi trusted
and valued Xing Shu’s record of his elder brother Cheng Hao. Reciprocally, Xing Shu
was committed to the identity of being a Cheng brothers’ student. According to a hand-
written letter by Cheng Yi, Xing Shu had some private conversations with Cheng Yi about
his teacher’s opinions on other disciples, including Yang Shi, who was commonly regarded
by historians as the principal disciple of the Cheng brothers.23 The fact that Cheng Yi and
Xing Shu felt free to judge the former’s other disciples in front of each other demonstrates
the intimacy between them. Cheng considered Xing a close disciple and friend; recipro-
cally, Xing considered himself Cheng’s principal disciple, responsible for overseeing
other students in transmitting Cheng Yi’s scholarship.

In 1077, Xing Shu returned to the central court after long service in several counties in
Henan and Shanxi 陝西.24 His political stance dramatically changed thereafter.
Notwithstanding his close affiliation with anti-reformist politicians and their supporters
the Cheng brothers, Xing Shu began to establish a rapport with the reformist leader Cai
Que 蔡確 (1037–93) at the end of Emperor Shenzong’s reign. Based on myriad historical
sources, especially the 1138-compiled Veritable Records of Emperor Zhezong (Zhezong shilu
哲宗實錄, the Shaoxing 紹興 version), the Southern Song historian Li Tao rendered a
vivid portrait of Xing Shu’s engagement in an imagined “coup” about the imperial succes-
sion of Emperor Zhezong 哲宗 (r. 1085–1100) in 1085.

As Li Tao correctly pointed out, the 1085 “coup” was a fake coup, originating from the
distrust between the young emperor Zhezong and his grandmother, Empress Dowager
Xuanren 宣仁皇太后 (r. 1086–93). Xing Shu played an inglorious role in the construction
of the coup. In brief, Xing Shu attempted to convince a few reformist ministers that
Xuanren had prepared to recommend two other princes rather than Zhezong to ascend

20 For Xing Shu’s criticism of Wang Anshi and Xing’s dismissal in 1069, see XCB, 211/5129, 281/6886. Li Tao
composed his narrative here mostly based on Xing Shu’s family biography ( jiazhuan 家傳), rather than the offi-
cial Veritable Records of Emperor Shenzong (Shenzong shilu 神宗實錄). According to the cited text of Xing Shu’s
family biography in XCB, Xing was opposed to Wang Anshi’s New Policies and told Wang Pang 王雱 (Wang
Anshi’s son) to convey his opinion to Wang Anshi at the beginning of his career. However, Xing Shu’s biography
in Songshi, which relied on the Veritable Records, states that Wang Anshi at first favoured Xing Shu and planned to
promote him later. Only after Xing had demonstrated his dissatisfaction with Wang Anshi’s New Policies, did
Wang Anshi become enraged and expatriate Xing from the central government. Clearly, the Songshi record is
more inclined to portray Xing Shu as a mere utilitarian who pursued immediate success. Tuo Tuo 脫脫

(1314–55) et al., Songshi (hereafter SS; Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1985), 471/13702.
21 Cheng Yi, “Mingdao xiansheng mengren pengyou xushu xu” 明道先生門人朋友敍述序, in Ercheng ji 二程集

(Beijing: zhonghua shuju, 1981), 639.
22 The other three are Liu Lizhi劉立之, Zhu Guangting朱光庭 (1037–94), and Fan Zuyu范祖禹 (1041–98). See

Liu, Zhu, and Fan, “Mengren pengyou xushu bing xu” 門人朋友敍述並序, in Ercheng ji, 328–34.
23 Shi Nengzhi史能之, Xianchun Piling zhi咸淳毗陵志, in Song Yuan difangzhi congshu宋元地方志叢書 (Taipei:

Dahua shuju, 1980), 17/6a–b.
24 SS, 471/13702–3; XCB, 210/6885.
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the throne after Shenzong’s death, lest Zhezong should continue the New Policies initiated
by his father Shenzong. In the spring of 1085, rumours regarding Xuanren’s coup against
Zhezong’s succession were circulating around the capital Kaifeng 開封. Several key
sources used by Li Tao reveal that Xing Shu was critical to the creation of these
rumours.25 Xing also implied that a major minister Wang Gui 王珪 was engaged in
Xuanren’s coup. However, because of his persuasion of the reformist ministers Cai Que
and Zhang Dun 章惇 (1035–1105), Xing Shu successfully defeated the “coup” and thus
secured Zhezong’s succession.

Understandably, Xing Shu’s construction of the imagined 1085 “coup” resulted in
Empress Dowager Xuanren’s personal hostility towards him and his dismissal from the
Edict Drafter position (zhongshu sheren 中書舍人) on 1085/12/27.26 The year 1085 played
a crucial role in Xing Shu’s political career. After 1085, Xing had opportunities to return to
the court in the 1090s and the early 1100s. However, he never regained the reputation
that he had previously earned from anti-reformists. Xing’s inglorious role in the creation
of the imagined 1085 “coup” fundamentally ruined his reputation as an anti-reformist and
the principal disciple of the Cheng brothers. The edict of Xing Shu’s dismissal, drafted by
Zheng Yong 鄭雍 (1031–98), describes Xing as a man who studied ancient texts and
dressed in Confucian garments, but finally betrayed his learning.27 The edict’s emphasis
on Xing Shu’s Confucian background refers possibly to Xing Shu’s early training under
the guidance of the Cheng brothers. However, in 1089, most political allies of the
Cheng brothers in the central government had distanced themselves from Xing. Zhu
Guangting and Wang Yansou 王巖叟 (1043–1093) as Cheng Yi’s followers condemned
Xing Shu for his collusion with Cai Que.28 Zhu Guangting in his memorial drew particular
attention to how Xing Shu’s behaviour defied the learning of Confucius and Mencius, but
imitated the tactical rhetoric of Su Qin 蘇秦 (382–284 BC) and Zhang Yi 張儀 (d. 309 BC) –
two famous strategists of the Warring States period (475–221 BC).29 By categorizing Xing
Shu with Su Qin and Zhang Yi, Zhu Guangting excluded Xing from the rank of genuine
Confucians (chunru 醇儒) who followed the Cheng brothers’ teachings.30 A similar expres-
sion with slightly different wording appears in Zheng Yong’s edict on Xing Shu’s

25 Li Tao described and analysed the imagined 1085 “coup” in several places in his XCB. For his most detailed
record, see XCB, 351/8409–14. A thorough analysis of the historical sources used by Li Tao in narrating this coup
is beyond the scope of this study. For such an analysis, see Liang Sile 梁思樂, “Nüzhong yaoshun: lun gaohou
diwei de yanbian yu xuanren wubang” 女中堯舜：論高后地位的演變與宣仁誣謗, in Yansong erji 研宋二集

(Hong Kong: Hong Kong yansongxuehui, 2014), 74–80.
26 XCB, 363/8683.
27 Zheng Yong, “Xing Shu jiangshou chengyilang tiancha jian Yongzhou zaicheng yancang jian jiu shuiwu

zhao” 邢恕降授承議郎添差監永州在城鹽倉兼酒稅務詔, in Quan Song wen 全宋文 (hereafter QSW; Shanghai:
Shanghai cishu chubanshe, 2006), 1700/112.

28 As mentioned above, Zhu Guangting as Cheng Hao’s student had written a laudatory tribute for his teacher.
Zhu Xi, who had read Wang Yansou’s collected works, mentioned that Wang had also written an epitaph for
Cheng Hao, in which Wang admitted that “he perceived the learning of the Way from the master [Cheng
Hao]” 聞道於先生. Zhu Xi, Yiluo yuanyuan lu 伊洛淵源錄, in Songshi Ziliao Cuibian 宋史資料萃編 (Taipei:
Wenhai chubanshe, 1968), 14/381. For Zhu’s and Wang’s memorials in support of Cheng Yi, see Zhu, “Qi yi
Cheng Yi wei jiangguan zou” 乞以程頤為講官奏, in QSW, 2010/366; Wang, “Jian Cheng Yi shu” 薦程頤疏, in
QSW, 2220/414–15.

29 XCB, 428/10343.
30 Cheng Yi had explicitly told his students that there were three kinds of scholars, and that he aimed high at

the scholarship of “the learning of genuine Confucians” 儒者之學. Henan Chengshi yishu 河南程氏遺書, in
Ercheng ji, 6/95; 18/187. Peter Bol has a succinct analysis of what “real Confucianism” meant to Cheng Yi in
these conversations; see Bol, “Cheng Yi as a literatus”, in Willard J. Peterson, Andrew Plaks and Ying-shih Yü
(eds), The Power of Culture: Studies in Chinese Cultural History (Hong Kong: Chinese University of Hong Kong
Press, 1994), 178–9.
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dismissal.31 To Zhu Guangting, Wang Yansou, and Zheng Yong, Xing Shu had already
betrayed Cheng Yi’s teachings since he decided to collude with Cai Que in 1085.

Despite the general hostility to Xing Shu among Cheng Yi’s admirers in the anti-
reformist government of the Yuanyou 元祐 (1085–94) era, Cheng Yi himself never criti-
cized Xing Shu, even for his misconduct in the creation of the 1085 “coup”. After
Emperor Zhezong began his personal rule and swung back to the reformist side during
the Shaosheng 紹聖 (1094–98) era, Xing Shu returned to the court following the recom-
mendation of reformist leaders, especially Cai Bian 蔡卞 (1058–1117) and Zhang Dun.32 On
1097/10/21, with the assistance of Zhang Dun, Xing Shu ascended to the post of the
Vice-Censor-in-Chief 御史中丞, the head of the Censorate ( yushitai 御史臺).33 From
1097/10 to 1098/3, i.e. within half a year, Xing Shu as Vice-Censor-in-Chief had submitted
over a dozen memorials on various policies.34 Meanwhile, Xing Shu’s intellectual mentor,
Cheng Yi, was having the most difficult time of his life. The factional purges in the
Shaosheng era involved systematic persecution of anti-reformists in both political and
intellectual domains. Cheng Yi’s previous affiliation with Sima Guang offered his political
opponents an effective weapon to bring charges against Cheng Yi. However, Zhezong’s
personal hatred of Cheng Yi was the primary reason for Cheng’s exile to the far south
in Fuzhou 涪州 (modern Sichuan) in 1097/11.35 Xing Shu’s response to this incident even-
tually consolidated his historical image not only as a nefarious official but also as a vicious
man. The consolidation process was rooted in the historiographical operations of three
firsthand testimonies concerning Xing Shu’s response to Cheng Yi’s exile in 1097.

Testimonies concerning Xing Shu’s betrayal of Cheng Yi

In later accounts of Xing Shu, Xing Shu’s response to Cheng Yi’s exile in 1097 served as
critical evidence of his betrayal of his master. Most of these accounts relied upon Zeng
Bu’s 曾布 (1036–1107) personal diary (rilu 日錄). As one of the chief leaders of
Zhezong’s government, Zeng recorded many political anecdotes in his diary, including
a record about Xing Shu’s response to Cheng Yi’s exile. The anecdotal record in Zeng’s
personal diary serves as the first testimony of Xing’s betrayal of Cheng. It reads:

Cheng Yi was closely affiliated with Xing Shu. Xing disliked an official named Lin Xi
and planned to co-opt some remonstrators to impeach Lin. Cheng Yi’s exile in 1097
should be attributed to Lin’s efforts. At the beginning, Lin thought that Xing Shu
[as Cheng Yi’s student] would definitely attempt to defend Cheng Yi. Xing’s defence
hence would make himself vulnerable to the political attack from Lin. In response to
Cheng Yi’s exile, Xing Shu told the others: “Even if the court cut Cheng Yi into ten
thousand pieces, I would not save him”. Those who heard this response laughed.36

頤素與邢恕善 ，而恕雅不樂林希 ，謀與諫官共攻之 。頤編管 ，蓋希力 。希意恕
必救頤 ，則因以傾恕 。恕語人曰：「便斬頤萬段 ，恕亦不救 。」聞者笑之。

31 Zheng Yong, “Xing Shu jiangshou chengyilang zhao”, 1700/112.
32 See Li Bin’s 李丙 private history, Dingwei lu 丁未錄, quoted from Wang Ruilai 王瑞來, Song zaifu biannianlu

jiaobu 宋宰輔編年錄校補 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1986), 652–4.
33 XCB, 492/11688.
34 See QSW, 1822/21–28 for a collection of these memorials.
35 XCB, 493/11704. Cheng Yi’s performance in the Imperial Lecturer position in 1086 enraged Zhezong, as he

frequently manifested himself as a higher authority than the young emperor. When Zhezong grew up and began
his own Shaosheng reign, he explicitly expressed his dissatisfaction with Cheng Yi’s “arrogance” (buxun 不遜)
during his previous service of Imperial Lecturer.

36 Quoted from XCB, 493/11705.
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Zeng Bu’s personal diary dated Xing Shu’s statement to 1098/1/18. The exile of Cheng Yi,
according to Li Tao, occurred on 1097/11/27.37 Zeng’s record of Xing Shu’s betrayal hence
makes perfect sense in terms of chronology. Lin Xi林希 (1035–1101), who played a crucial
role in causing Cheng Yi’s exile, agreed with Zeng Bu in identifying Xing Shu with the
Yuanyou group of anti-reformists. Xing’s relationship with Cheng Yi made him a target
for Lin Xi’s political attack from late 1097 to early 1098; hence, Xing’s relationship with
Cheng Yi led to the exile not only of Cheng Yi but also of Xing Shu himself in 1098/4/14.38

Zeng Bu’s diary record of Xing Shu’s response to Cheng Yi’s exile reflected how Xing
Shu was perceived by his political opponents. Notably, Zeng Bu clearly demonstrated a
liking for Lin Xi during the Shaosheng years. Available evidence shows that Zeng strove
to defend Lin in a private audience with Zhezong in 1098/1/23 – only five days after
he had recorded Xing Shu’s cruel language regarding Cheng Yi’s exile.39

The question is: did Xing Shu actually betray Cheng Yi when the latter experienced
hard times? Cheng Yi himself had some reservations concerning the rumour of Xing
Shu’s betrayal. According to Yang Di’s 楊迪 (1055–1104) (Yang Shi’s son) version of
Cheng Yi’s dialogical records, Xie Liangzuo asked Cheng about Xing Shu’s role in
Cheng’s 1097 exile. This dialogical record serves as the second testimony concerning
Xing Shu’s betrayal of Cheng Yi, but from a different angle from Zeng Bu’s diary record.
At the beginning of the dialogue between Xie Liangzuo and Cheng Yi, Xie blamed Cheng’s
exile on Xing Shu and Cheng’s junior relative (zuzi 族子), Cheng Gongsun 程公孫. Cheng
Yi replied that he and Xing Shu had a long friendship (qinghou 情厚) and he could not
doubt Xing. Moreover, Cheng Yi compared himself with Mencius and argued that he
would not be destroyed by hostility from others if he had really inherited the sagely
Way.40 Xie Liangzuo then made further comments about Xing Shu:

[Xie Liangzuo] hence commented: “Master, despite Xing Shu’s bad behaviour, he
surely would not be so bad as to harm you”.

Master [Cheng Yi] responded: “Yes. Xing Shu sent me a letter arguing that he had
defended me in front of the powerful ministers. I do not understand why Xing as
the head of the Censorate spoke like this. In fact, I am not concerned about whether
or not he would harm me. My concern is whether or not he would make an effort to
save me. That is the key point”.

[Xie Liangzuo] further asked: “Xing was your student for a long time. But it seems
that he was ignorant and therefore later became extremely unscrupulous”.

The Master responded: “It is difficult to say that Xing is totally ignorant. But since his
moral principle could not overcome his desire for power, he ended up becoming like
this”.41

因問：「邢七雖為惡 ，然必不到更傾先生也 。」

先生曰：「然 。邢七亦有書到某云：『屢於權宰處言之』 。不知身為言官 ，

37 XCB, 493/11705.
38 XCB, 497/11820–27. Notably, Lin Xi was exiled in the same month.
39 XCB, 494/11734.
40 Henan Chengshi yishu, in Ercheng ji, 19/261.
41 Henan Chengshi yishu, in Ercheng ji, 19/261.
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卻說此話。未知傾與不傾 ，只合救與不救 ，便在其間。」

又問：「邢七久從先生 ，想都無知識 ，後來極狼狽。」

先生曰：「謂之全無知則不可 ，只是義理不能勝利欲之心 ，便至如此也。」

Cheng Yi’s conversation with Xie Liangzuo occurred after Zeng Bu’s personal diary.
Possibly, Zeng Bu first recorded the rumour about Xing Shu’s betrayal of Cheng Yi in
his personal diary. After Xie Liangzuo heard similar rumours, he approached Cheng Yi
and sought his master’s clarification. Xie’s action was understandable because he had
known Xing Shu since at least the 1080s, when Cheng Hao was still alive. Xie was surely
concerned about the rumour of Xing Shu’s role in Cheng’s exile. Despite Cheng Yi’s dis-
satisfaction with Xing Shu’s hesitation to save him, his positive reply to Xie Liangzuo’s
judgement against Xing Shu clearly demonstrated that Cheng was still inclined to believe
Xing’s good intentions.

Furthermore, Cheng Yi mentioned that Xing Shu’s private letter explained his plan to
rescue Cheng. Xing Shu’s letter was lost, but its basic tone coincides with his memorial
submitted to the Historiography and Veritable Records Institute (shilu yuan 實錄院)
under Huizong’s 徽宗 (r. 1100–26) reign in 1101. Xing composed this memorial, namely
the “Shen shilu yuan zhuang” 申實錄院狀, in 1101/8 to explain to Huizong his relation-
ships with major anti-reformists, especially Sima Guang, Lü Gongzhu, and his master
Cheng Yi. This memorial serves as the third testimony concerning Xing Shu’s betrayal
of Cheng Yi. In the memorial, Xing Shu recalled his explanation in an imperial audience
with Zhezong three years earlier:

Because Lin Xi and Zhang Dun considered Shu [Xing Shu’s self-designation] as a for-
mer student of Cheng Yi, they framed a case, in front of Zhezong, against Cheng, that
led to his exile to Fuzhou. Before Cheng Yi’s exile was actually decreed, Lin and Zhang
slandered me in the meeting of ministers and said, “If the teacher is [evil] like this,
what can we expect from the student?” Upon hearing this, Shu petitioned to
Zhezong: “I have no idea what kind of accusation was made in relation to Cheng
Yi’s exile. Indeed, I regarded myself as Cheng’s student in the past. However, after
Cheng Yi and I met in the capital in 1080, we never met again in these twenty
years. Moreover, Cheng Yi’s and my official careers did not overlap during the
Yuanyou era. How could I be a target of Zhang Dun’s charge against Cheng Yi?
Because of his affiliation with Lin Xi, Zhang charged Cheng Yi and me out of personal
bias. How could the people of the empire accept this as just? Thus, I think it is neces-
sary for me to report all these details”.42

程頤貶涪州 ，亦是林希與章惇以為恕素師事頤 ，故遂於哲宗前陷成頤罪 。未從
貶頤 ，乃於執政大臣聚會處見詆云：「師既如此 ，為弟子者當如何？」恕尋聞
其說 ，亦曾對哲宗皇帝開陳云：「程頤之貶 ，臣不知以何罪 。臣於頤 ，昔者實
以師友之間處之 ，但自元豐三年 ，頤曾到京師與之相見後 ，至今二十年不曾相
會 。元祐間與頤又不同進退 。然則惇雖罪頤 ，焉能中臣？但惇緣希故 ，挾情用
刑 ，則天下安得心服？理當奏知。」

Xing Shu’s “Shen shilu yuan zhuang” reiterated what he mentioned in his letter to Cheng
Yi: he had defended Cheng Yi in front of Emperor Zhezong and other powerful ministers.
Moreover, a comparison between the “Shen shilu yuan zhuang” and Zeng Bu’s diary

42 Quoted from XCB, 486/11543, also see QSW, 1822/38–9.
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reveals a clear inconsistency. Zeng’s diary, with all its simplicity and vivid portrait, depicts
Xing Shu as a cold-blooded opportunist who firmly determined to sacrifice Cheng Yi in
order to save himself. By contrast, Xing Shu’s own testimony in the “Shen shilu yuan
zhuang” reflects a more complicated picture of that opportunistic mentality. Admittedly,
Xing’s memorial was primarily based on self-interest. His testimony that he had not
met Cheng Yi after 1080 was false, because both he and Cheng Yi attended Cheng
Hao’s funeral in 1085. Moreover, what concerned Xing the most was that he would not
be implicated in Cheng Yi’s case. Despite his denial of involvement in Cheng Yi’s case,
Xing still used the word “framed” or “trapped” (xian 陷) in referring to the case and ques-
tioned Cheng’s exile.

Some may argue that Xing fabricated his defence of Cheng Yi in his memorial to main-
tain his reputation among anti-reformists. But there was no reason for Xing Shu to do so
in the pro-reformist era from the late 1090s to the early 1110s, especially if he was as cold-
blooded and selfish as he was portrayed in Zeng Bu’s diary. In my opinion, the testimony
provided by Xing Shu in the “Shen shilu yuan zhuang” conveys an individualized testi-
mony indicating Xing Shu’s psychological struggle underlying his opportunistic acts in
Cheng Yi’s exile. On the one hand, Xing had distanced himself from Cheng Yi since
1097, as he admitted in his own testimony three years later. On the other hand, he
also unveiled the unfair charges against Cheng Yi; moreover, he indirectly defended
Cheng in the same testimony by pointing out the factional struggles behind Cheng Yi’s
exile. In the absence of other evidence, Xing Shu’s testimony still reflects his sympathetic
attitude towards Cheng Yi in 1101, when the new reign of Emperor Huizong was swinging
to the reformist side.43

In sum, direct evidence for neither Xing Shu’s defence of Cheng Yi nor Xing Shu’s
betrayal to Cheng Yi can be found. It is thus impossible to reconstruct the full picture
of the betrayal based on existing sources. Nevertheless, by juxtaposing the three testi-
monies concerning Xing Shu and Cheng Yi, it is still possible to study the historiograph-
ical operations in their documentary phase, through which later memories of Xing were
constructed, distorted, and manipulated by different individuals for their respective
purposes.

Zeng Bu’s diary from early 1098 serves as the earliest testimony of Xing Shu’s betrayal
of Cheng Yi. Zeng’s testimony, which was based on rumours rather than reliable records,
was coloured by factionalism, especially the fierce conflict between Xing Shu and Lin Xi.
The dialogical record of Cheng Yi’s conversation with Xie Liangzuo, which was documen-
ted by Yang Di before 1104 (Yang died that year), offers another piece of testimony that
counters Zeng Bu’s diary. Xing Shu’s personal testimony in 1101 contradicts Zeng Bu’s tes-
timony in a similar way. The existence of several testimonies opens space for a critique of
the testimonies.44

The three testimonies competed with one another soon after their emergence. Xing
Shu’s own testimony in 1101 was possibly cited in five written records composed by him-
self and his descendants, including: 1) the family biography of Xing Shu ( jiazhuan 家傳); 2)
the record of Xing Shu’s words and deeds (yanxing lu 言行錄); 3) the biographical sketch of
Xing Shu (xingxhuang行狀); 4) the authentic record of Xing Shu’s career (xingshi 行實); and

43 Ari Daniel Levine, “The reigns of Hui-tsung (1100–1126) and Ch’in-tsung (1126–1127) and the fall of the
Northern Sung”, in Denis Twitchett and Paul Jakov Smith (eds), The Cambridge History of China, Vol. 5, Part One:
The Sung Dynasty and Its Precursors, 907–1279 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 563–6. For a compre-
hensive portrait of the political landscape in the year 1101, also see Levine, Divided by a Common Language:
Factional Conflict in Late Northern Song China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2008), 143–9.

44 Ricoeur, Memory, History, Forgetting, 164–5.
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5) Xing Shu’s self-defence record (zibian lu自辨錄).45 All the five records were lost and only
their excerpts were preserved by Li Tao in his XCB. Item 5, judging by its name, should be an
elaborated version of Xing Shu’s own records of his political career, including the 1101 tes-
timony. Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 were composed by Xing Shu’s descendants, mostly his grandson
Xing Yi 邢繹.46 Southern Song historians cast doubt on the credibility of these written
records and argued that they were deliberately composed to highlight Xing Shu’s good
deeds.47 In other words, these records served to camouflage Xing Shu’s evil intent.
Southern Song historians had the same doubts about Xing’s 1101 testimony and did not
regard it as a reliable source. Since Xing Shu’s writings were never formally published,
the 1101 testimony was consigned to oblivion in the late twelfth century.48

Compared with Xing Shu’s own testimony, Cheng Yi’s conversation with Xie Liangzuo
as a firsthand testimony gained more popularity among scholar-officials, especially
Daoxue scholars. Thanks to its recorder, Yang Di, the son of the celebrated Daoxue pion-
eer Yang Shi, this conversation was collected and preserved in various early versions of
the Cheng brothers’ surviving writings ( yishu 遺書). It was circulated among
Daoxue-interested scholars from the late Northern Song and was eventually edited into
the Jinsi lu 近思錄 in 1175. The Jinsi lu text reads:

[Xie Liangzuo] asked: “Xing Shu has been your student for a long period. Lacking in
necessary wisdom, Xing put himself in an extremely embarrassing situation”.

Yichuan answered: “It is not appropriate to say that Xing Shu is totally ignorant. But
Xing’s morality was overpowered by his desires and personal interests. Thus, he has
come to this end”.49

問：「邢恕久從先生 ，想都無知識 ，後來極狼狽 。」

伊川曰：「謂之全無知則不可 ，只是義理不能勝其利欲之心 ，便至如此 。」

The editor of the 1175 edition of Jinsi lu trimmed Yang Di’s record of Cheng Yi’s conver-
sation with Xie Liangzuo down to the texts above. In Yang Di’s original record, Cheng Yi
expressed confidence in his friendship with Xing Shu and Xing’s good intentions to save
him. After hearing Cheng Yi’s explanation, Xie Liangzuo commented that Xing Shu would
not be so bad as to harm Cheng Yi.50 However, the 1175 edition of Jinsi lu deletes two key
phrases from Yang’s record that absolved Xing Shu of direct complicity in Cheng Yi’s
exile: it does not mention Xie Liangzuo’s positive comment about Xing Shu, i.e. Xing
“surely would not be so bad as to harm master Cheng Yi” 必不到更傾先生也; it also
says nothing about Xing Shu’s private letter to Cheng Yi that explained Xing’s plan to res-
cue his teacher. Instead, the Jinsi lu text correlates Xie Liangzuo’s suspicion about Xing

45 Li Tao mostly consulted records 1, 2, and 3 in XCB. See, for example, XCB/359.8598 (record 1), 363/8684
(record 2), 366/8812 (record 2), 424/10256 (record 2), 492/11688 (record 3), 495/11769 (record 1). Items 4 and
5 appear in You Mao’s 尤袤 (1127–94) Suichutang shumu 遂初堂書目, a Southern Song private bibliography.
Suichutang shumu, in Song Yuan Ming Qing shumu tiba congkan 宋元明清書目題跋叢刊 (Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju, 2006), 1:483.

46 For Xing Yi’s composition of the record of Xing Shu’s words and deeds, see XCB, 363/8684.
47 Li Jingde 黎靖德 compiled Zhuzi yulei 朱子語類 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju), 130/3130. See also Li Tao’s com-

ments on Xing Shu’s biographical sketch. XCB, 492/11688.
48 Even Li Tao quoted the full version of the 1101 testimony, he addressed it as one of the supplementary and

hence secondary sources to his main text in XCB, 486/11539.
49 Zhu Xi, Jinsi lu (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1968), 7/216.
50 Henan Chengshi yishu, in Ercheng ji, 19/261.
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Shu with Cheng Yi’s final response to Xie. Therefore, the abridged version in the Jinsi lu
reads like Cheng’s criticism not only of Xing’s moral fallacy but also of his betrayal.

Zhu Xi was predominantly responsible for the abridged version in the 1175 edition of
Jinsi lu.51 Interestingly, in his draft of the Yiluo yuanyuan lu, Zhu documented the entire
conversation between Xie Liangzuo and Cheng Yi about Xing Shu.52 Indeed, the Yiluo yua-
nyuan lu record duplicates Yang Di’s record.53 The textual differences between the Yiluo
yuanyuan lu and the Jinsi lu could be partly attributed to the nature of each text. The
Yiluo yuanyuan lu, which was first drafted by Zhu Xi in 1173, serves as a collection of his-
torical records about the Cheng brothers and their students. Therefore, it documents
more details than the Jinsi lu, which was designed by Zhu Xi and Lü Zuqian 呂祖謙
(1137–81) as Daoxue teaching material. Notably, the compilation of the Jinsi lu in 1175
was accompanied by the famous intellectual debate between Zhu Xi and the Lu brothers
(Lu Jiuyuan 陸九淵 (1139–93) and Lu Jiuling 陸九齡 (1132–80)) at Ehu 鵝湖 (literally, the
Goose Lake, modern Jiangxi). In the Ehu debate, Zhu Xi and the Lu brothers failed to
achieve a consensus. Although their criticisms of each other softened in the late
1170s,54 the year 1175 still witnessed Zhu Xi’s shift towards a more exclusive attitude
in defining the Daoxue community. After the Ehu meeting, Zhu’s final revision of the
Jinsi lu in 1175/8 was characterized by a strict selection in the words of Daoxue masters.55

Cheng Yi’s positive comments on his “treacherous” student Xing Shu might be seen as a
stain on Cheng’s reputation. For this reason, Zhu Xi apparently trimmed down Cheng Yi’s
comments to what they look like in the extant Jinsi lu.

In terms of textual transmission, the 1175 edition of the Jinsi lu had a direct impact on
Southern Song writings about the relationship between Xing Shu and Cheng Yi. The earliest
extant annotation on the Jinsi lu, compiled by a Fujian scholar named Ye Cai 葉采 in 1248,
supplements the Jinsi lu records with other textual materials, especially dialogical records.56

In his supplementary notes on the Jinsi lu records of Xing Shu, Ye stated that he used other
dialogical records and official history (guoshi 國史) based on court archives.57 Ye definitely
cited some information from Yang Di’s dialogical record. For example, he mentioned how
Xie Liangzuo also considered Cheng Gongsun a culprit in Cheng’s exile. Indeed, Ye Cai’s
record adds a historical edge to the original Jinsi lu text. However, like Zhu Xi, Ye Cai
ignored the two key passages in Yang Di’s record that absolved Xing Shu of direct

51 Although Lü Zuqian also participated in the compilation of the Jinsi lu, it was Zhu Xi who finalized the text
by adding into it myriad textual materials related to the Cheng brothers. Shu Jingnan 束景南, Zhu Xi nianpu
changbian 朱熹年譜長編 (Shanghai: Huadong shifan daxue chubanshe, 2014), 527–8, 537–8.

52 It is worth noting that Zhu Xi had not finished the revision of the Yiluo yuanyuan lu before his death. The
extant Yiluo yuanyuan lu is an unauthorized edition printed by the booksellers of Zhu Xi’s time at Shaowu 邵武,
Fujian. Zhu was angry about the unauthorized publication. However, if Zhu had a chance to revise the Yiluo yua-
nyuan lu draft, he would have made more “corrections” to his collected sources. See “Da Wudounan”答吳斗南 in
Zhu Xi’s collected works 朱文公文集, Sibu Congkan Chubian Suoben 四部叢刊初編縮本 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu
yinshuguan, 1967), 59/1076–7.

53 Zhu, Yiluo yuanyuan lu, 14/391–2.
54 By providing evidence on the Lu brothers moving towards Zhu Xi and Lü Zuqian’s position on the import-

ance of reading the Classics as well as other issues, Yu Yingshi and especially Hoyt Tillman argue that the 1175
debate was not the watershed event that has been traditionally presented by intellectual historians. Moreover,
Tillman shows that it is Zhu Xi’s criticism of Lu Jiuyuan’s students (especially his 1183 eulogy to Cao Jian 曹建

(1144–83)) and Lu’s increasing defence of his own students that led to Zhu’s sharp condemnation of Lu and Lu’s
students for Chan Buddhism. Hoyt Tillman, Confucian Discourse and Chu Hsi’s Ascendancy (Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 1992), 203–7.

55 Shu Jingnan, Zhu Xi nianpu changbian, 537.
56 “Ye pingyan xiansheng Jinsi lu jijie yuanxu” 葉平嚴先生近思錄集解原序, Jinsi lu, 1–2.
57 Jinsi lu, 7/216.
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complicity in Cheng Yi’s exile. With more historical background, the 1248 edition of the Jinsi
lu ironically reinforces its readers’ impression of Xing Shu’s betrayal of Cheng Yi.58

The most influential testimony concerning Xing Shu’s betrayal of Cheng Yi is Zeng Bu’s
personal diary. The Southern Song bibliographer Chen Zhensun 陳振孫 (1179–1262)
recorded Zeng Bu’s diary in two juan 卷, respectively referring to the diaries of 1094
and 1100.59 A later reconstruction of Zeng’s diary was based on its excerpts left in the
voluminous Ming collection of Yongle dadian 永樂大典, which only covers the period
from 1099/3 to 1100/7.60 Compared with Chen Zhensun and others, Li Tao had an oppor-
tunity to access the complete copies of Zeng Bu’s diary, since in his XCB he quoted Zeng’s
1098 diary in Xing Shu’s case. More importantly, Li Tao’s quotation corroborated Xing
Shu’s betrayal when Li transformed the anecdotal record in Zeng’s diary into part of
his annalistic records of Song history. The oral testimony about Xing Shu’s betrayal,
first recorded by Zeng Bu, was documented by the eminent historian Li Tao and thus
shaped later writings of early Daoxue history.61

After Li Tao’s XCB, another Southern Song historical record also cites testimonies about
Xing Shu’s betrayal. It is the Daoming lu道命錄, which was compiled by the pro-Daoxue his-
torian Li Xinchuan李心傳 (1166–1243) in 1239 and was re-compiled by Cheng Rongxiu程榮
秀 (1263–1333) (a Yuan local scholar and a descendant of Cheng Yi) in 1333.62 As Charles
Hartman persuasively argued, a large portion of the extant version of the Daoming lu should
be regarded as the work of Cheng, instead of Li.63 In this light, the inclusion of the 1097
imperial edict that promulgated Cheng Yi’s exile to Peizhou in the extant Daoming lu may
also be attributed to Cheng Rongxiu’s work.64 However, the commentary on the edict
also includes some of Li Xinchuan’s original comments. The commentary on the 1097
edict in the Daoming lu, which cites Cheng Yi’s conversation with Xie Liangzuo, was possibly
Li Xinchuan’s original words.65 Regarding Cheng Yi’s exile, Li’s citation deleted several key
phrases in support of Xing Shu’s innocence, including Cheng’s statement about Xing’s good
intention to save him, as well as Xie Liangzuo’s positive comment about Xing. Moreover, Li
quoted Zeng Bu’s record of Xing Shu’s cruel reflection on Cheng Yi’s exile, including Xing’s
notorious statement: “Even if the court cut Cheng Yi into ten thousand pieces, I would not
save him”.66 Through a skilful collage of Cheng Yi’s conversation and Zeng Bu’s personal
diary, Li Xinchuan created a seamless historical narrative of Xing Shu’s betrayal.

The Daoming lu record also echoes Zhu Xi’s conversation with a student. According to
the student’s record, Zhu Xi said: “Xing Shu once told Zhezong: ‘I previously regarded
Cheng Yi as a teacher and friend. But now even if the court cut Cheng Yi into thousands

58 Jinsi lu, 7/216.
59 Chen Zhensun, Zhizhai shulu jieti 直齋書錄解題, in Song Yuan Ming Qing shumu yiba congkan, 1:622–3.
60 Zeng Bu’s diary in the original Yongle dadian was a complete version of 9 juan, from juan 19728 to 19736.

However, the extant Yongle dadian is incomplete; only juan 19735 is preserved, i.e. juan 8 of Zeng Bu’s diary.
The most recent recompilation of Zeng Bu’s diary is mostly based on a late Qing version of it, which includes
the contents of juan 7 and 9. See Gu Hongyi顧宏義 (ed.), Zenggong yilu曾公遺錄 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2016).

61 For a detailed discussion of Li Tao and his composition of the XCB, see Hartman, The Making of Song Dynasty
History, 49–102.

62 For Li Xinchuan’s connections with the Daoxue circle, see John Chaffee, “The historian as critic: Li
Hsin-ch’uan and the dilemmas of statecraft in Southern Sung China”, in Robert P. Hymes and Conrad
Schirokauer (eds), Ordering the World: Approaches to State and Society in Sung Dynasty China (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1993), 315–22.

63 Charles Hartman, “Bibliographic notes on Sung historical works: the original Record of the Way and Its Destiny
(Tao-ming lu) by Li Hsin-ch’uan”, Journal of Sung–Yuan Studies 30, 2000, 1–61.

64 Li Xinchuan, Daoming lu 道命錄, in Xuxiu siku quanshu 續修四庫全書 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe,
1995), 517:1/8a–b.

65 Hartman, “Bibliographic notes on Sung historical works”, 28.
66 Li Xinchuan, Daoming lu, 517:1/8b.
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of pieces, I would not save him’” 恕言於哲宗: “臣於程某嘗事之以師友 ，今便以程某斬
作千段 ，臣亦不救.67 The statement consisted of two parts which have been cited from
the two earlier testimonies of Xing Shu’s self-declaration memorial and Zeng Bu’s per-
sonal diary.68 Zhu cited Xing Shu’s self-declaration out of its original context of the
1101 memorial and connected it with the oral testimony in Zeng Bu’s 1098 diary.
Together with the Daoming lu, Zhu Xi’s conversation with his student set the tone for
Xing Shu’s betrayal in later historical sources.

“Documentary proof” of Xing Shu’s evil in the Southern Song written records

In Southern Song, the historical works of Li Tao, Li Xinchuan, and Zhu Xi consolidated the
memory of Xing Shu’s betrayal of Cheng Yi based on the Northern Song testimonies.
Intentionally or not, these Southern Song works stigmatize Xing Shu’s historical image.
Borrowing the term from Paul Ricoeur again, these works serve as “documentary proof”
for later historians’ cognition of Xing Shu’s nefarious character.69 In modern historiography,
the transition from testimonies to documentary proof involves historiographical operations
such as textual criticism. Southern Song historians constructed their own documentary
proof about Xing Shu by selecting and modifying related testimonies.

In addition to historians, some Southern Song scholars also participated in the con-
struction of Xing Shu’s image as the traitor of the early Daoxue community. For example,
Chen Changfang 陳長方 (1108–48) documented that the Daoxue master Shao Yong had
once criticized Xing Shu as an insincere person. Therefore, Shao refused to teach his
metaphysical concepts to Xing.70 However, in Xing Shu’s postscript to Shao Yong’s col-
lected works, he stated that he had learned from Shao Yong, but he was unable to com-
plete the learning because of his wandering life.71 Shao Yong’s poems to Xing Shu also
demonstrate how Shao treasured his friendship with Xing.72 Because Chen Changfang’s
anecdotal record was corroborated by Zhu Xi in the latter’s conversation with students,
it gained popularity among Southern Song literati.73 In contrast, Shao Yong and Xing
Shu’s own testimonies were forgotten in later generations.

Other Southern Song literati tended to record Xing Shu’s betrayal of Cheng Yi as a cau-
tionary tale of betrayal. Wang Mai 王邁 (1184–1248), an outspoken critic of Emperor
Lizong’s 宋理宗 (r. 1224–64) appointment of ministers such as Shi Songzhi 史嵩之
(1189–1257), cited Xing Shu in a short poem as an example of people who failed to follow
the righteous way.74 Wang wrote the poem as a way of consoling himself about his demo-
tion by the court.75 In the poem, Wang categorized himself into the party of Fan Zhongyan
范仲淹 (989–1052), who represented true worthies (xianren 賢人). On the opposite side,
Wang quoted Xing Shu as the bad example of someone who betrayed his own teacher

67 Li Jingde, Zhuzi yulei, 130/3108.
68 See the above quotes from respectively XCB 486/11543 (Xing Shu’s self-declaration memorial) and XCB 493/

11705 (Zeng Bu’s personal diary).
69 Ricoeur, Memory, History, Forgetting, 176–7.
70 Chen Changfang, Buli ketan 步里客談, 1, quoted from the Songren yishi huibian 宋人軼事彙編 (Shanghai:

Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2014), 19/1383.
71 Xing Shu, “Kangjie xiansheng yichuan jirangji houxu” 康節先生伊川擊壤集後序, in QSW, 1823/41.
72 Shao Yong, “He Xingheshu xueshi jianbie”和邢和叔學士見别, Yichuan jirang ji 伊川擊壤集, in Sibu Congkan

Chubian Suoben 四部叢刊初編縮本 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1967), 16/120; “Xiantian yingshi
Xingheshu”, Yichuan jirang ji, 8/55.

73 Li Jingde, Zhuzi yulei, 100/2554.
74 For Wang Mai’s critique of Lizong’s appointments, see SS, 423/12635–6.
75 The poem forms part a series of ten poems aiming at self-mockery (chao 嘲) and self-consolation. See Wang

Mai, “Chaojie shishou”嘲解十首, Quxian ji臞軒集, in Ji Yun紀昀 (1724–1805) et al., Wenyuange siku quanshu文淵

閣四庫全書 (hereafter SKQS; Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1987), 15/22a–24a.
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because of ignorance.76 Likewise, Wang Yinglin 王應麟 (1123–1296), in his analysis of Sima
Guang’s司馬光 (1019–86) Zizhi tongjian資治通鑑, also cited Xing Shu as a typical example of
betrayal, but from a different perspective. In Wang’s view, the betrayal from Xing Shu would
not diminish Cheng Yi’s reputation as a genuine Confucian.77 It seems that both Wang Mai
and Wang Yinglin considered Xing Shu’s betrayal of Cheng Yi as a fact.

Other Southern Song documentation of Xing Shu’s political career contributed to the
stigmatization of his image. Shao Bowen’s detailed records of Xing Shu’s collusion with Cai
Que in the 1085 succession crisis, entitled the Bianwu lu辯誣錄, depicted Xing as an ambi-
tious opportunist. However, as Li Tao had already noted, most records in the Bianwu lu
were unreliable because they were established upon rumours, anecdotes, and Shao’s
incorrect dating of key events.78 A textual comparison of Shao Bowen’s records with
other private and official records of the 1085 succession crisis is beyond the scope of
this research. But Shao’s Bianwu lu did successfully categorize Xing Shu with the group
of villainous reformists. Given Shao Bowen’s identity as Shao Yong’s grandson, his indirect
testimony against Xing Shu – mostly based on rumour – corroborated Xing Shu’s “ima-
gined betrayal” of Cheng Yi and even the whole Daoxue community.

Following Shao Bowen’s Bianwu lu, Southern Song scholars constructed more documentary
proof of Xing Shu’s nefarious character. In his essay on Qin Gui’s postscript to Chen Shidao’s
陳師道 (1053–1101) collected works, the early Southern Song literati Sun Di 孫覿 (1081–
1169) portrayed Xing Shu as a formidable icon of evil.79 Specifically, Sun doubted Qin Gui’s
record of a story about Xing Shu and Zeng Gong 曾鞏 (1019–83). According to Qin’s record,
Zeng recruited Xing to draft the official chronicle of Emperor Yingzong, but was dissatisfied
with Xing’s draft. Therefore, Zeng made direct corrections to Xing’s draft and criticized it as
“bringing disorder to the Way” (luandao亂道).80 Nevertheless, Sun Di questioned the credibil-
ity of Qin’s record, because Xing’s evil plot in the 1085 succession crisis left an unfading sha-
dow in the minds of most Song literati. In Sun’s words, “even his contemporaries cringed
with fear when they heard Xing Shu’s name” 至今人聞其名, 往往縮頸.81 If so, it is difficult
to imagine how Zeng Gong dared to offend Xing Shu in such a straightforward way.

Sun Di’s comments on Xing Shu seem commonsensical, but in fact they are not. The obvi-
ous reason for this is that it was Zeng Gong who invited Xing Shu to assist him in compiling
the official chronicle of Yingzong in 1081.82 If Zeng was afraid of Xing, he would not have
invited Xing at the very beginning. Moreover, in 1084/11, the court promoted Xing to the
Vice Director of Bureau of Operation (zhifang yuanwai lang 職方員外郎).83 Afterwards, Xing
was released from the compilation project of Yingzong’s official chronicle. In other words,
the collaboration between Zeng Gong and Xing Shu regarding the compilation project
could only have been possible before 1084/11, when Xing Shu was still a reputable scholar
among anti-reformists. Zeng had no reason to be afraid of Xing Shu and his evil plot in
the 1085 coup because the coup had not yet happened at the time of their collaboration in
the compilation project.

76 Wang Mai, “Choajie shishou”, 15.23b.
77 Wang Yinglin, Tongjian dawen 通鑑答問, SKQS edition, 2/30a–b. The Tongjian dawen was profoundly influ-

enced by Zhu Xi’s Tongjian gangmu 通鑑綱目.
78 See, for example, XCB, 467/11151, 467/11161, 486/11556, 490/11629.
79 Sun Di was also a historian who contributed to the compilation of the Veritable Records of Qinzong 欽宗實錄,

which received severe criticism from Zhu Xi’s Daoxue historiography. See Charles Hartman, “The reluctant his-
torian: Sun Ti, Chu Hsi, and the fall of Northern Sung”, T’oung Pao 89, 2003, 100–48.

80 Sun Di, “Ti Qin Huizhi ba houshan jushi”題秦㑹之跋後山居士, Hongqing jushiji鴻慶居士集, in Siku Quanshu
Zhenben 四庫全書珍本 (Taipei: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1982), 166/32.5b.

81 Sun Di, “Ti Qin Huizhi ba houshan jushi”, 32/6a.
82 XCB, 315/7627.
83 XCB, 350/8385.
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Indeed, there is another version of the same story between Xing Shu and Zeng Gong.
Wang Mingqing 王明清 (1127–?), whose career started slightly later than Sun Di’s, docu-
mented how Zeng Gong (based on another piece of Qin Gui’s writing) had corrected and
criticized Xing Shu’s draft of Yingzong’s official chronicle.84 According to Wang’s quota-
tion of Qin’s words, Xing Shu was at first reluctant to accept Zeng Gong’s criticism and
questioned Zeng’s corrections. However, after re-reading Zeng’s impromptu corrections
on his draft, Xing understood the merit of Zeng’s writing skill. Eventually, Xing became
an excellent writer whose writings could rival the celebrated literati of his time.85

Like Sun Di, WangMingqing questioned the credibility of Qin Gui’s record. Regardless of the
difference in their quoted sources – perhaps Qin Gui had presented the story in different ways –
Wang’s comment did notmention anything about Xing Shu’s personal character. Instead,Wang
argued that in the early 1080s, Xing Shu was not responsible for the compilation project of offi-
cial chronicles simply because it was not part of his official duty.86 Without any preconception,
readers of Wang Mingqing’s comment would not have a bad impression of Xing Shu. Wang’s
comment contrasts sharply with Sun Di’s remark that attributed the unreliability of Qin
Gui’s record to Xing’s notoriety. Despite Wang Mingqing’s relatively objective documentation,
it was Shao Bowen and SunDi’s “documentary proof” that set the dominant tone for latermem-
ories of Xing Shu. This “documentary proof” dovetailed with the rise of pro-conservative rhet-
oric during the Shaoxing era, in which reformists in the late Northern Song were seen as
responsible for the fall of the dynasty during the Jurchen invasion.

Notwithstanding Xing Shu’s close affiliation with pro-conservative thinkers like Cheng
Yi and Shao Yong, his possible engagement in the 1085 coup and his post-1085 connection
with reformists rendered him an easy target to blame for the deteriorating politics in the
late Northern Song. Wang Cheng 王稱, a Southern Song historian of the twelfth century,
commented on Xing Shu in his private history of Northern Song. Specifically, Wang Cheng
emphasized how Xing Shu shared with other reformists (Cai Que and Zhang Dun) the
same opportunistic character of pursuing self-interest. In Wang’s opinion, Xing was the
Song counterpart of Jiang Cong 江充 (d. 91) and Xi Fugong 息夫躬 of the Han dynasty,
and Li Xun 李訓 (789–835) and Zheng Zhu 鄭注 (d. 825) of the Tang dynasty – four typical
examples of opportunists in the traditional understanding of nefarious officials.87

Thus, the “documentary proof” offered by Shao Bowen, Sun Di, and Wang Cheng con-
solidated the Southern Song literati’s impression of Xing Shu’s nefarious character. Zhu
Xi’s conversations with his students best illustrate this kind of impression. These conver-
sations were collected by Zhu’s students and admirers beginning in the Jiading 嘉定 era
(1208–24). Among the early collections of Zhu Xi’s conversations, the one compiled by
Huang Shiyi 黃士毅 was conventionally designated as the Shulei 蜀類 because it was

84 A private memoir written by the late-year Qin Gui for his grandsons, namely “Shi sun wen”示孫文. Quoted from
WangMingqing,Huizhu lu: Sanlu揮麈錄：三錄 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1961), 237. Through a comprehensive analysis
ofWangMingqing’s social network, Hilde deWeerdt carefully reconstructs the production ofWang’s notebookHuizhu lu
(literally, “waving the duster”) through the exchange of information and manuscript texts between Wang and his
acquaintances. De Weerdt also explores the citation networks in the Huizhu lu based on digital mining. Her general
view of the Huizhu lu as a collection of meaningful social engagements is particularly helpful to my understanding of
Wang Mingqing’s quotation of Qin Hui in the notebook (Hilde de Weerdt, Information, Territory, and Networks: The Crisis
and Maintenance of Empire in Song China (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2015), 313–94).

85 Wang Mingqing, Huizhu lu: Sanlu, 237.
86 Zhu Xi also questioned the credibility of Qin Hui’s record here, but from a different perspective. Zhu argued

that Qin Gui mixed up Xing Shu and Chen Shidao in this story. According to Zhu, Zeng Gong did not correct any
of Xing Shu’s writings. Instead, he corrected an essay for Chen Shidao. Li Jingde, Zhuzi yulei, 139/3310.

87 Wang Cheng, Dongdou shilüe 東都事略, in Riben Gongneiting Shulingbu cang Song Yuan ban Hanji Xuankan 日本

宮內廳書陵部藏宋元版漢籍選刊 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2012), 99/642. For an introduction to
Wang Cheng’s private history, see Chen Shu 陳述, “Dongdou shilüe zhuanren Wang shang cheng fuzi” 東都事

略撰人王賞稱父子, Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology (Academia Sinica) 8.1, 1939, 129–38.
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printed in the Mei Prefecture of Sichuan 四川眉州 in 1219.88 An extant Korean edition
preserves most of the contents of the Shulei. In the Shulei edition, Zhu Xi’s most severe
criticism on Xing Shu falls under the category, “Disciples of Cheng Yi” 程子門人. It says:

[The student]: Huang Lü and Xing Shu lived in the Imperial University when they
were young. Xing was definitely smart and outstanding. Huang was honest and dili-
gent. Yet both men became so unscrupulous later on.

[Zhu Xi]: They were indeed good learners. But they could not behave like gentlemen.
Huang was still a straightforward person. He was only ignorant, lacking in intelli-
gence, and excessively career minded. Therefore, he was lured by Xing Shu to the
evil side. Xing, on the other hand, had an intent to do evil and was more talented,
hence his fault was greater.89

問：「黃履邢恕少居太學 ，邢固俊拔 ，黃亦謹厚力學 ，後來二人卻如此狼狽 。」
曰：「它固會讀書 ，只是自做人不好 。然黃卻是箇白直底人 ，只是昏愚無見識 ，

又愛官職 ，故為邢所誘壞 。邢則有意於為惡 ，又濟之以才 ，故罪過多。」

Zhu Xi’s comment here, again, stigmatizes Xing Shu’s political career and his personal charac-
ter. In 1270, when Li Jingde integrated various editions of Zhu Xi’s conversations into a com-
pendium edition, he rearranged a lot of entries and categories in the original editions,
including the Shulei. In Li Jingde’s edition, Zhu Xi’s comment on Xing Shu does not fall into
the “Disciples of Cheng Yi” category; instead, it was put under the category of the
“Appointment of officials from Xining to Jingkang” 自熙寧至靖康用人.90 Intentionally or
not, the Li edition excludes Xing Shu from the community of Cheng Yi’s students. Coupled
with the circulation of the Li edition, later scholars and literati perceived Xing Shu as a political
villain rather than Cheng Yi’s student. When Zhen Dexiu 真德秀 (1178–1235) compiled brief
biographies of the disciples of the Cheng brothers in 1259, he too excluded Xing Shu from
the list of disciples.91 In fact, Daoxue scholars’writings after the early thirteenth century rarely
mentionedXing’s intellectual connectionswith ChengYi and the early Daoxue community. The
memory of Xing Shu as the early student of the Cheng school gradually receded into obscurity.

Concluding remarks

The Southern Song scholar-official Ni Si 倪思 (1147–1220) said that Xing Shu’s contemporar-
ies initially considered him to be a “good man” (shanshi 善士) because of his affiliations with
Cheng Yi and Sima Guang; however, after Xing joined the reformist party, people considered
him as an evil man. In contrast to Xing, Zhang Shangying 張商英 (1043–1121), who began in
the reformist party, gained a good reputation during Huizong’s reign. In one sentence, Ni Si
summarized the different fates of Xing Shu and Zhang Shangying: “Good and evil are not con-
stant. They all depend on people’s individual choices” 善惡非有定也 ，在人而已.92

Certainly, people can choose their own way in conducting good or evil deeds. However,
the judgement about “good or evil” is more dependent on later perceptions.

88 For a textual history of the Shulei edition and its influence, see Huang Shiyi, Xu Shiyi 徐時儀 and Yang Yan
楊艷 (eds), Zhuzi yulei huijiao 朱子語類彙校 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2014), “qianyan” 前言, 23–42.

89 Huang Shiyi, Zhuzi yulei huijiao, 101/2560.
90 Li Jingde, Zhuzi yulei, 130/3107.
91 In compiling these biographies, Zhen Dexiu referred to myriad biographical sources, especially Zhu Xi’s

Yiluo yuanyuanlu. Zhen, Xishan dushuji 西山讀書記, SKQS edition, 31/28a–44b.
92 Ni Si, Jingzhutang zazhi 經鉏堂雜志, in Zhu Yian朱易安 et al., Quan Song biji全宋筆記 (Zhengzhou: Daxiang

chubanshe, 2006), 4:344.
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Since his involvement in the 1085 coup, Xing Shu was portrayed by anti-reformists as an
evil man. Zeng Bu’s 1098 diary on Xing Shu’s betrayal of Cheng Yi served as a perfect tes-
timony to corroborate this image, despite its anecdotal nature and its obvious contradiction
with Xing and Cheng’s own testimonies. Through sophisticated historiographical operations,
especially collaging testimonies, Southern Song historians constructed an internally consist-
ent narrative of Xing Shu’s betrayal of Cheng Yi. Li Tao, Li Xinchuan, and Zhu Xi exemplified
this construction. Other scholars and literati, such as Shao Bowen, Sun Di, and Wang Cheng,
created additional “documentary proof” for this narrative about Xing, in which some
selected and modified records had assumed authority over others.

In the Yuan-compiled Songshi, completed in 1345, the compilers incorporated particular
blocks of text from Song official and private sources to compose Xing Shu’s biography. To a
substantial extent, Xing’s biography reproduces the text of his official biographies in
the State History of the Four Courts of Shenzong, Zhezong, Huizong, and Qinzong (Sichao guoshi
四朝國史) and the new versions of the Veritable Records of these four courts. As many his-
torians have persuasively argued, anti-reformist scholars manipulated the compilation and
writing of the State History of the Four Courts and the new versions of the Veritable Records
during the early Southern Song.93 Despite the loss of these official records, it is imaginable
that texts in these records generally demonstrated hostility towards reformists like Xing
Shu. Along with the State History of the Four Courts and the new versions of the Veritable
Records, Yuan compilers of the Songshi also integrated private records such as Wang
Cheng’s Dongdou shilüe and Shao Bowen’s Bianwu lu to reinforce Xing Shu’s nefarious
image.94 Although the Yuan compilers acknowledged that Xing had been an active member
within the circle of the Cheng brothers before 1085, they highlighted Xing’s political ambi-
tion and especially his betrayal of Cheng Yi as natural proof of his nefarious character.95

As Paul Ricoeur has said, “The testimony is asked to prove itself. Thus, it is testimony that
brings aid and assistance to the orator or the historians who invoke it”.96 Nevertheless, some
testimonies were never given the opportunity to prove themselves, because historians
rewrote or simply omitted these testimonies while constructing related memories. The
case of Xing Shu demonstrates the effectiveness of Song historiographical operations, through
which contemporary historical testimonies were manipulated, documented, and archived
for later recall. The deconstruction of such archived memories not only reveals the original
testimony but may also shed new light on a more comprehensive understanding of early
Daoxue history if more historians would join the unpacking of archived memories.
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